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On January 30, 1939, Hitler once again
solemnly declares that he recognizes the
rights of Poland in the Corridor. In the summer
of 39, however, he lays claim to Danzig and
a corridor through the Corridor. Poland rejects
this suggestion, grown mistrustful through the
fate of Czechoslovakia. At the end of August,
Hitler demands that Poland send a negotiator
equipped with all powers of attorney, who
is to negotiate (?) absolutely alone with Hitler,
similar to the case with Czech Prime Minister
Hácha. Poland refuses. Now Germany opens
hostilities and declares subsequently the
accommodating suggestions it wanted to
make! Does Hitler want peace?
After the destruction of Poland, Hitler
declares, as a so-called peace offering, that
he also demands, aside from Poland, a fair
share of the earth’s natural resources. What
does Hitler understand as fair? He ought to
have at least expressed himself more clearly!
Does Hitler want peace?
The absolutely peaceful countries of Denmark
and Norway are conquered. After these
experiences, Belgium and Holland muster
more troops to protect their neutrality,
on the German border and on the coast. This
is taken as a welcome pretext to conquer
these countries too! Does Hitler want peace?
Through an unprecedentedly great sacrifice,
and thanks to the heroic German soldiers,
France is wrestled to the ground. But instead
of concluding an honorable peace, which
would probably have motivated England to
concede as well, they dictate a ceasefire
in comparison to which Versailles was child’s
play! Does Hitler want peace?
No!! Hitler and those who commissioned him,
the gentlemen of coal and iron, want war now
and in the future!

Read in full, and if you are in possession of
a typewriter or duplicating machine, please
make several copies and pass them on.

THE FREE WORD!
The Germans are marching victorious across
Europe!
Poland was defeated in 18 days, Denmark
has been conquered. Norway occupied in a
matter of weeks. Holland has been conquered,
Belgium defeated in 18 days. And finally,
France destroyed in six weeks!
The prime of our nation has been sacrificed!
For what? Perhaps for the future of the
German nation? Or for peace in Europe? No!!

All of Hitler’s actions for the so-called
“reconstruction of Europe” bear the germ
of new wars within them. One cannot suppress nations forever; grim repercussions
are inevitable! No one can halt the pendulum
of world history!
Does Hitler want peace?
On October 1, 1938, the Sudetenland is
annexed to Germany, based on the nations’
right to self-determination, through the
concessions of France and England, which
are unprecedented in their extent. On
March 16, 1939, Czech Bohemia and Moravia
are occupied in defiance of this same right!
Does Hitler want peace?

Even if Germany also defeats England and
America, the costs of this war are already so
high (to say nothing of the huge sacrifice of
blood) that we will have to pay just as much
after the war as our opponents. To whom will
we have to pay? To the major industrialists
who win every war!
People of Germany, change your minds before
it’s too late. Topple the Nazi plutocracy as
long as you are still powerful enough to bring
about lasting world peace.
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